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ABSTRACT

Two new mechanisms for mult i - leptons in VH , vN , yN and NN are

proposed; these are coloured in teger charge gluon decays into leptons and

rracleon dissociat ion into quarks folloved ty t h e i r decay into leptons . The

cha rac t e r i s t i c signal of the l a t t e r in the basic model of lepton-hedron uni-

fication i s l ike-s ign dileptons in VN ; t h e i r absence in VH and deviation

of the r a t i o e~/e and \T/v+ from unity in NH c o l l i s i o n s .

MIHAMAHE - TRIESTE

June 1976

• 1. In the gauge theory of in teger charged quarks and coloured 1 gluons,

there are th ree sources of multi-leptonB in vH , v$ , BH and e e_ experiments.

These a re :

a) Conventional charm mesons and laryons;

b) Coloured gluona and coloured barrens;

c) Unconventional baryon-number violating direct decays of integer-

charge quarks into (lepto&s + mesons) and in particular {neutrinos

+ kaons).

2)In a recent let ter , in collaboration vith Sakakibara, ve have noted

that the ye events observed in e~e annihilation may have their origin

in the pair-production and decays of charged red quarks and light charged

colour gluons. In this note, following the same approach, we wish to emphasise

a new source of multi-leptons In vH , yN and HE scatterings: namely the

.DISSOCIATION of nucleons into three valence quarkB (with or without excitation

of sea quark pairs) followed by quark decays into leptons. Since a l l quarks

in our model decay into {leptons + mesons) - that is,from an experimental

point of view, quarks may be considered as "lepton-meson resonances" - this

mechanism must evenutally become their most copious source. I t is of particular

interest to note that (in the basic model) the dissociation mechanism would gi-re

rise to like-sign dileptons (u~U~) for VN but no (y Jl+) for \Sl . We point out

several tests which should help decide unambiguously whether this novel

possibility - nucleon dissociation and quark decay - is already operative in

M and neutrino scattering at present energies. These tests reljr on

deviations from unity, expected from the dissociation mechanism for the ratio

of leptons versus anti-leptona in VH, yH and HB .

1) 1*1
In this note ve shall mainly be concerned vith our basic model '

of a unified theory of leptons and quarks, but the deviations from unity

mentioned above hold for all models which unify leptons and quarks. Assign

* To be submitted for publ ica t ion .
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to queries sud lepton pair3 (v , e" ! , (v ,y~) the qufcrriutt numbers B = 1,

L = 1, L,. = 1, and define fermion-nuiuber F to equal P = B + 1 { •» L .

If quarks decay into leptons + mesons, there are four distinct possibilities

for semi-leptonic decays:

(1)

(2)

(3)

q •+ I * meson (AF = 0 , AB = -AL
_ e

q •+ I + meson (AF = 2 , AB =

— tlie basic model

L )

•* * + meson"!

~%u + meson J

* * + meson *j

•• i + meson J

(AE = -AL , AB «= +AL )
V > —

(AB • +AL , AB • -AL )

other possible
unified models

Assume that any given model of quark-lepton unification is such that only one

of these decay possibilities occurs, e.g. C3). How in HM collisions the

process of nucleon dissociation into quarks and their subsequent decays will

clearly give I and £ signalE and no_ I , £ signals, leading to over-

all l^/SL , T jl » 1 for prompt "direct" leptons ( i .e . leptons which do not

come from the "tr ivial" decays of TT'E, K ' S , hyperons e t c . ) , so far as

this mechanism is concerned.

For the four types of unified theories l isted above, the expectations

for W from dissociation of nucleons and subsequent deeayB of quarks are:

(1) Ae/Te ,i/I » i ,

(2) S, /I , S, / !<< l .

The net deviation from units of the (A/i) ratio would of course 'depend upon

the relative strengths of dissociation versus {non-dissociative ) eources

of prompt leptons.

To sharpen the ideas, in the rest of this note we concentrate on c&se

(1), i . e . the basic model , with AF = 0 , AB = -AL . For this nsodel we

have constructed the detailed gauge theory, and for this reason, we car. give

the detailed predictions for quark decays. (This is not to say that nature

may not prefer the other models, (2). (3) ;or (U), though we harbour a prejudice

that this is perhaps unlikely.)

2. In detail ana for i l lustrat ion, the crucial points of the new mecha-

nisms are the following, so far as the basic model with AF = 0 , AE « -AL

is concerned:

l ) Yellow and blue quarks decay as a rule into neutrinos + mesons,

i i ) It is only the charged red quarks (nr,Xy) which can decay

into a charged lepton (<T + V + v).

i i i ) In the basic model there are no quark decays into (e ,V ) +

meBons ^ , nor any (non-electromagnetic) decays into two charged plus one

neutral or three cnarged leptons + anti-leptons.

iv) One of the two lepton p*irfl (v ,e~) or (u ,u~) is strange.

Strangeness is conserved in |AB| # 0 quark decays, making (K + neutrino)-

modes fairly copious.

v) For charged coloured gluon decays, the branching ratio of decays

into leptons is rather high (typically 20 to 30* for either e or p).

vi) For semi-leptonic decays of charged coloured gluonu, K's and ir'e

are not produced singly but in pairs.



3. We list below the expected aecay modes of charge* coloured gluoriB v

and quarks in the basic model vith AF = 0 . Vte assume, for the sake of

definiteness, that the coloured gluons are the lightest coloured octet mesons.

Since one member (-J3 V + V-)/2 °f the coloured gluon octet (V* , V ^ ,

V ^ ° , V , V j must be produced in e+ + e" experiments, with a. narrow width

of a few MeV, we suggest that vector gluonB vf , V* may have masses in

the following neighbourhood:

a) light gluon, in the FraBcati region 1 - 2 GeV,

OR h) heavy gluon in the SLA.C region «t.l GeV.

Correspondingly, for quarkB we shall consider light quarks (m ft 2 - 3 GeV)

or heavy quarks (m K 3 -v 5 GeV). These are physical masses outside of the

R)
nueleon envirririnient.

A. Decays of charged colour gluonB (Vjj¥i T ^ )

These decay on account of their (spontaneously induced) mixing vith

the charged veak gauge bosons w , the mixing parameter being completely

determined -within the model. The inclusive hadronic versus electronic and

muonic branching ratio is 3:1;2 , for sufficiently massive gluons ()b 3 GeV),

for which a light cone or parton model analysis is valid. For lighter gluons

( 1 - 2 GeV), ve expect hadronic versus electronic branching to be smaller than

three - possibly of the order unity - on account of limited phase space, which

restricts hadronic channels. For details see Table I. Note the crucial

difference between colour and charm - the leptonie branching ratio of colour

is larger (by a factor x2 to 5), and K's are produced in pairs (not singly)

even in semi-leptonie decays.

B. Quark decays_

As emphasised in Ref.2 and in Sec. 1, red quark decays are

crucially different from yellow and blue quark decays. There are four dis-

tinct cases for red quark decays depending on the relative masses of quarks

versus gluons and of red quarks versus those of yellow and blue. The results

rized in Tables II and III.

In summary, .only the charged red quarks can possibly be the source of

charged leptons in the basic model vith AF «.O . ' -

k. Conventional sources of multi-legtona In VB and VH scstterlnKB:

First consider the conventional mechanism involving either single production

of charm and colour or pair production of charm, colour or quarks:

(A) V + N + u" + p + X (charm production «10<)

*—»(u or e + •••)

* V + V c o l o u p + I

1 Cu+ Vy) or (e
+v

(colour production « 10 to

+ v~ + CB + D) + x

U. or hadronu) U~ or hadrons)

•+ u" + (v* + v") + x

(i. V. or hadronB){i""7[, or hadrons)

" x -

CD)

(E)

) (v+hadronsl

In the above (D.D) and V* are only, symbolic of the family of charm and colour

particles with similar internal quantum numbers. Ifote that:

1) We expect single production of charm and colour (A and B) to exceed

(perhaps by an order of magnitude) pair, production (C^D.E) both on energetic

grounds and from the fact that sea is relatively unimportant compared with

valence.

E) Single production of charm and colour (A and B) should thus primarily

be responsible for production of unlike-sign dileptons: ( u V end u~ e ) In

vli and { u V and u V ) in vH . Following parton-model based calculations,

we expect for both (A) and (B) <Ey_> » <E)l+> for VH as well as laree

inelasticity in accord vi th the data . 1 0 3 ; Contrast

this with phenomenological lepto-hadron models, where this feature is not

11)
realized.



3) Following familiar estimates, charm production ratio is expected to

be of order 10? (corresponding to the "weight" of the sea), while the ieptoaic

(.e or y) branching ratio o? charm particles is expected f;(5

yields

Tills

§ t0

which by i t s e l f night be too low compared with the data.

1)

Hi)

- '!)) Within the gauge theory approach, parton-motJel based estimates

suggest colour production r a t i o at I'ermilal) energies «s (10-15)55 (vith colour

threshold %2 t o k OeV); while the leptonio (e or u) branching r a t i o of colour

pa r t i c l e s I s £20 t o 30? (see Table I ) . This yie lds

This larger (\i \i ) rate appears to be more compatible vith the present data

~y y~,p~e (i~

than the charm estimate (by i tself) .

5) In via , like-sign dileptons (y~w~,v"e~) and trileptons

eta.) can arise from pair production of charm, colour or quarks (presumably

vith email x characteristic of the "sea"). Like dileptons arise from one

member of the pair decaying leptoniealiy and the other non-leptonically, while

for trileptons both members of the pair decay leptonically.

For the pair producxion mechanism mentioned above,

Charm with i ts leptonic/non-lewtonie braDchine ratio s; l/10(versus a ratio

l^t) _ + _

Kl/3 for colour) might possibly account better forc(y u y )/cr(u U ) , which

experimentally appears to be £ 1/10 (vith essentially no . trimuoas seen)-

But any pair production hypothesis (charm, colour or quarts) may

come upon a dilemma from the ratio of c{y y ) from vlf versus J(VTVO

from vM . If pair production from \>N and VN has the same rate, (y \i }—
should be as likely as It is too early to say yet if the pre-

liminary experimental estimates of these processes are likely to pose ft problem.
dissociation

However, there is a totally diffei-ent^aechanisro vhich has the feature that i t

does not give ) or trileptons in either VN or VU ' Thle may be

operative in addition to any pair production jnechanism.

5 Deep inelastic nucleos dissociation into quarks and quark decays a.e a

source of legions: Consider the following mechanism:

{V} v * neutron •* u" + virtual W + (a + n^ + p^)

Note that neutron's dissociation into valence quarks plius their AF • 0

decays yields:

but 30 (u%+)'5 in VK , NOR any trimuons. This is because charged red

quarks - the only source of charged leptons - cannot go into e ,u but only

into e~,u~ . Thus all (u \i )'s in \)M must be attributed to sea quarks

or associated production of charm (or colour^ We eaa make the statement strong-

er: Since

while we expect

prodUction

where e denotes the sea (V + A) contributloa relative to valence (V-A)

contribution to associated production (which may be deduced from measis'e-

ments of x dliitribution of the like-aileptons), vhile £' denotes

associated production due to colour current. Thus If the rate of (u u ) _

1E found to exceed that dt (u y )_^ *>y a factor larger thaa'3 (for example even k)

i t would be strongly suggestive of the dissociation mechanism fceing a

significant source of the like-sign dileptons for vH . Another test is the

x distribution of p~\~ . Thoa.e like, dileptons. which,originate from "yalence"

quarks (from dissociation) will probably exhibit a different x distribution from

those arising fron pair production, frcaj th£ Cjralence + sea +



(G) Pram the universality of dissociation we expect

B •* u y + XI „ |M + n e u t r o n •* V V~ * X

V + H '•+ y + X
dissoe.

V + neutron - U + X J d i a s o c -

(H) In tee aeep inelast ic p_p scattering process where one tags a

final state proton, ve may expect ( if |q ) and MJJV are as large as in vH)

V + neutron-Iy" f U~ + XJ
d i B B O e .

p + p - f p + . ( n ~ + p + p ) + X

P + p •+• jf + all v

The last estimate (10 ) is the present experimental number obtained

from the rate of (y~y~) production in neutrino scattering assuming it i$ all

due to dissociation.

(J) In B-H collisions, one source of proapt e~ or y~ 's is nucleon

dissociation followed by red valence quark decay. Since (with AF = 0) this

source will not yeild e or y 's , we expect e /e t v /v ratio > 1

frost this mechanism,

"it is provocative that for the low p^ region C1OEM

group report an increase of an order of magnitude in absolute lepton yields -

an Increase, unexplained, to our knowledge, Tjy any knovn mechanism,

except copious photon production. Since such a mechanism

must exhibit i. , Jt" symmetry, it would be interesting to examine

£"/£ ratio in the CHDRM region for possible hints of dissociation

mechanism with its inbuilt asymmetry for %'/!. ratio becoming important at

low p T . Waat is clearly needed is a theoretical study of dissociation for

partially confined quarks as a function of p as well as an estimate of

what asymmetry in i~/t may be expected from conventional AB = 0 , M, = 0

mechanisms.

UO VW * U e * K'a : In our model, a new mechanism for these events

in-rol-vea production of real (cT) quark pair from the (XX) pair in the sea

followed by quark decays to leptons:

Using T(cy •+ X * e + Ve)/P(e * All) t 10?! (see TaDle II) and a production

ratio (due to sea) ^ 10$, the expertea rate of tbese events »lght l e 1 1$. '

Note that such a mechanism enhances tHe relative probability of single and

multiple K associated events, wiiieE seems to Be the trend of the ^

(M) Multi-leptcms in eK or uH due to colour production: For these pro-

cesses, the colour current exchanged is neutral with no net colour quantum

numbers. Thus there is the possibility of either producing a single coloured

colour- .
state with thej[quantum numbers of the neutral colour gluon 0 = {f3V + ^ a ) / 2

or charged coloured particles in pairs (e.g., V V") , i.e.

+ V~ * X

i A or (hadrons+Y)

Leptonic branching ratio for the neutral colour gluon is rather small (~10 ).

For this reason, even though we may expect CT(V+V") -\. (rr-^ T^)C(U°) , pair

production of colour is expected to be the more copious source of multi-lerptccs.

Taking inclusive colour production ratio ' at Fermilab energies to be

SlO to 15*, we estimate y" : u~y* : y"y+p" : u"y+
e" « l : io"3 : 1/3000 :

1/3000 ; this is compatible with the recent Ferasilab data.1 Sote, that

colour-pair production should lead to a tri-muon to dimuon ratio * 1:3, vhere

as charm-pair production should yield fcl:10 for the- same ratio (assuming

charm leptonic (e or y) - branching ratio to be Z 3,0 %).

To conclude, two new mechanisms'(with their characteristic signatures)

have been proposed in this note, for multi-lepton production, which may pos-

sibly be operative at present experimental energies, depending on the masses '

of gluons and quarks and their production rates. These are coloured gluon

decays and nucleon dissociation into integer-charge unconfined quarks, which

in their turn decay into leptons with AT • 0 . The DOGMA of confinement

forbids colour gluons and quarks from showing themselves as physical particle*,

However seductive such a dogma may be on theoretical grounds, we feel that

-J.O-: •



in the end, confinement or not, is an experimental question which can only

be settled in the laboratory. Among the many testable consequences, we re-

emphasise the importance of measuring like-sign dilepton rates in Jl< versus

"vK and rates of {e~ or if) versus (e or p 1 in NH collisions.

l)

2)

3)
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Decays of charged colour RLUOHB

•+ mr, Bit, Un, 5n, B ? . . .

+ mrev, KKev, nnev

+• TCV • Keu ,. nev

m e 1-2 GeV

(30 ± 5)*

(30 ± 5)*

(30 T 10)*

(1 to 5)<

forbidden (a)

B^es U.I GeV

»18*

• »*

«(2 to ID)*

forbidden (a)

(a) The wev and Kev modes are forbidden (relative to the

allowed modes] by I-spin and strangeness conservations,

respectively. The Tlev mode i s forbidden by SU(3) and SU(3)'.

•) These decay modes apply subject to the assumption that the colour gluons

are the l ightes t colour-octet states .

Table II

• Two-bo<far decays of ye l loy and bJ.ue Quarto in the basic model (AF " 0 . AB =

U.n) (a)

+ V

. _o
+ *

cy,b

T(y,b) - 10"11 to 10"12 sec

Assmtng

(t)

(c)

(b)

for m » 2 t o 3 Q«V (d)

AL)

EC are strange appropriately

interchange K's vitB. IT, IT'S- in the above table.

(b) Normal non-leptonic weai decay • ^ have not exhibited semi-

leptonic weak decays (e.g. c+

y
+ e+ + v ) ; wey,D

sjict.decays, may nave a b.yftn?ij.Bg rati.e «ioj!.for .charmed quacks,.

(c) Masses permitting. These modes might be relatively suppressed

i f D and T are heauy compared vith charmed quark.

(d) T(O ^) . jw«ly proportt,i?iiat to ;£ ,•

tncltae'iiiltt-iaestjn moaes-, vJilcH are. Important.
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CURRENT 1CTP PREPRINTS AND INTERNAL BEPORTS

•jHotation: m denote masses of red, yellow arid blue quarks. V"̂  stands

for the charged gluoas YZ^ or V . The lifetime estimates assume quark mass

5 2 to 3 GeV. Only two-bodj' seml-leptonlc decay modes are l is ted in the table,

whereas the lifetime estimates of course include multi-meson emission.

(e.) Sormal nan-leptonic weak; decays;

(D) Perhaps dominant;

(c) AB • 0 decays due to ¥~ - W* mixing;,

(d) For an extended symmetry• (aucfc as SU{k) x su[k) * SU(U)' * SU(M'),

th is large factor Cnu/iu) is absent and other decay modes are

available. Inclusion of Higgs meson contributions [which ve

have ignored) can also somewfiflt al ter trie deca^ pattern ana lijetisje

depending upon their masses.
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